
Ref: AISV-40th WR-7th to 12th February 2022

Dear Parents,

Greetings!

Pre-Primary & Primary/Secondary Weekly Report of AISV 7th February
to 12th February,2022.

Pre Primary Section

PRAYER TIME

● A Gift to you!
● Sanskrit Shlok - Guru Brahma Guru Vishnu

NURSERY

CIRCLE
TIME/YOGA

Children practised shloka “Gurur Brahma Gurur Vishnu”
on a daily basis.

ENGLISH Little ones practised writing Letter R in their notebooks. They
revised the phonic sound of all the alphabets. They were
introduced to a new Letter S through visual learning. Kids
were excited in showing objects starting with Letter S.

MATHS Kids practised writing Number 8 in their notebooks. They
revised the numbers by matching numbers with objects. They
also revised all shapes - Square, Circle, Triangle and
Rectangle.

GK Master minds practised Fruits in their textbooks. They enjoyed
decorating fruits and made a tree and butterfly from fruits.

ART AND
CRAFT

Young artists enjoyed doing Popcorn Art in which they dipped
popcorn in water colours and dabbed on paper making
beautiful objects.

LIFE SKILLS Children had fun making Lemonade. Through this they



learned the words like adding, squeezing and mixing.

LOWER KINDERGARTEN

CIRCLE
TIME/YOGA

Children practised shloka “Gurur Brahma Gurur Vishnu”
on a daily basis.

RHYMES Kids had fun revising a few rhymes and were introduced to
a new rhyme “A little seed for me to sow”.

ENGLISH Tots revised all the sight words and short a, e sound words
through textual exercises. They practised reading and
writing short u sound words and rhyming words in their
textbooks & notebooks.

MATHS Little stars revised number names 11 to 18 orally. They
were introduced with the number names 19, 20 and the
same written in the Maths notebook. They also did a textual
exercise of number names in their Maths textbook. They
revised numbers 1 to 44 orally. They were introduced with
the numbers 45, 46 through the concept of tens and ones and
did writing practice in their textbook.

GK Little munchkins revised the topic plants through textual
exercises and a picture wall display. They were introduced
to the topic flowers through picture reading.



ART AND
CRAFT

Little champs made a paper cup and joker's hat by folding
the colourful craft papers.

HINDI Little stars were introduced with vyanjan ' व' through PPT.
They practice writing vyanjan व in their slate along with the
drawing and in Hindi textbook. They also did writing practice
of vyanjan ल,व in their Hindi notebook.

UPPER KINDERGARTEN

CIRCLE
TIME/YOGA

Children practised shloka “Gurur Brahma Gurur Vishnu”
on a daily basis.

ENGLISH Kids learned about the vowel digraphs and its sounds. They
also learned the cursive letter ‘e’. They wrote cvc words in
cursive writing on the slate.

MATHS Little stars revised “Tens and Ones” and textual exercises in
the textbook. And did a recap of “Addition” & “Subtraction”
in their notebook.

HINDI Little stars revised “�बना मा�ा वाले वा�य” and wrote the same in
their notebook. They practised reading the sentences & for
dictation in their slate. And revised kavita.

ART AND
CRAFT

Children enjoy colouring “An elephant & A tiger” in their
art and craft navneet book. And drew different “Fruits and
Vegetables” in their drawing book.

GK Children were introduced to a new topic Fruits and



Vegetables. They also enjoyed colouring in different types of
fruits and vegetables.

EVENTS AND CELEBRATIONS

★ LKG Virtual Field Trip & Parent Lecture: 8-02-2022

Witness the Magic of Nature through a Parent lecture!!

They were showcased the garden area adorned with fruits, crops, veggies,
indoor plants, flower plants and a unique show plant from Brazil!!

They were explained the parts of plants, the process of germination and they
were thrilled when they saw the worms wiggling in the worm compost!

Thus, this Virtual field trip was the stepping stone at the door of the vast
environment, unfolding the Magic of Nature!!

Special thanks to Mr. Dhaval Jadhav (parent of LKG A student Aarav
Jadhav)
★ UKG Graduation Day: 12-02-2022

Tiny tots with their parents enthusiastically participated in the Graduation Day
ceremony today which marked an important milestone in their life. Today
they toddled from the kindergarten alley to the Grade 1 stairway to learn,



explore more in this world of knowledge which has a treasure box of surprises
and happenings!



Primary Section

ONLINE CLASSES & EXAMS:

Online classes and exams were
conducted for grades 1 to 5 through the
Zoom Cloud Meeting App and 6 to 10
through Google Meet. Students were
taught all the subjects i.e. English,
Hindi, Maths, Science, Social Science,
3rd Language (Gujarati/Sanskrit),
Life-skills, Gurukulam, Music, Dance,
Yoga, Art and Craft sessions were also
conducted for the students.

Grade 9 & 10 appeared for their Yearly
Examination and Pre-Boards from 07th
February 2022.

Grade 1

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Students enhance their grammar skills on the topic ’And,Or’
and ‘Was, Were, Had’. Textual exercise of ‘And, Or’ was
completed.

Maths Revision of Ascending and Descending numbers was done in
the class.

Science Revision and worksheets of chapter 3 and 4 were done in the
class.

Hindi छा��ने �ह�द� प ् �याकरण म� �लगं और वचन को समझा और पा�यप�ुतक के
अ�यास को �लखा ।

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique,
healing technique, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few
moments of calm and time with “Self”.



Dance Students revised dance on the songs they have learnt and
started learning to dance to the song ‘Muqabla’.

Art & Craft Students traced the ‘A boy going to school ‘ drawing and
filled the colours.

Music Students enjoyed songs which were sung with action.

Physical education Students performed some warm up exercises and Mass drill
exercises 1 to 8. They also played dosball.

Grade 2

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Students were introduced with a new prose ‘Here We Come’.
Textual exercise was also completed.

Maths Students learned the concept of Mass and Capacity & their
units. Textual exercise was done in class.

Science Revision and worksheets of chapter 4 and 6 were done in the
class. Kids did presentations on different topics.

Hindi छा�� ने “लालची बंदर” क�वता को जाना , समझा , उसका गान �कया एवं सोच
-समझकर �नण�य लेना , लालच नह�ं करना जसेै जीवन म�ूय� को जाना | ��नो
क� चचा� �कया और क�ठन श�द का लेखन �कया |

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique,
healing technique, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments
of calm and time with “Self”.

Dance Students revised dance on the songs they have learnt and
started learning to dance to the song ‘Muqabla’.

Music Students learnt to Play twinkle twinkle little star songs on piano

Art & Craft Students drew an incomplete object Drawing- kettle and cup,
saucer and filled the colours according to their choice.

Physical Education Students performed some warm up exercises and Mass drill
exercises 1 to 8. They also played dosball.



Grade 3

English Students enhance their grammar skills on the topic ‘The
Simple Present and Present Continuous Tenses’. Textual
exercise and Practice work was done.

Science Class test of the chapter ‘Light, sound and force' was
conducted. Textual exercise was discussed in class and the
same was shared as a pdf in Google classroom to be write in
notebook.

Maths Students were introduced to a new chapter ‘Data Handling’ in
which they learned about Pictograph, Tally Marks and Bar
graphs.

Hindi छा�� ने पाठ - ६ ,१० का क�ा म� म�ूयांकन �दया |

Computer Students revised the chapter ‘Fun with Sequence and
Patterns’ through textual exercise.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique,
healing technique, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few
moments of calm and time with “Self”.

Art & craft Students made posters of nature using craft materials and
colours.

Music Students learnt alankars on piano and sang Hindi songs .

Dance Students are learning to dance to the song ‘Jugnu’.

Physical Education Students performed some warm up exercises and Mass drill
exercises 1 to 8. They also played dosball.

Life Skill Students saw the video of Late Lata Mangeshkar’s journey.
Later inspirational video of ‘A glass of milk’ was shown in which
they understood about the helping someone at the they need
with an extra-ordinator thing will be rewarded in future by
same person were we are in need of help.

Grade 4

English Students enhanced their grammar skills on the topics
'Conjunction’ and ‘Preposition’. Textbook exercises were



completed and extra worksheets were given for practice.

Maths Revision of the chapter ‘Time’ was done.Textbook
assessments were also done in the class.

Science Completed the chapter ‘Air, Water and Weather’ with the
discussion of textbook exercise. Notebook work for the same
was assigned.

Social Studies Revision of Definition, Write two names of the following and
Answer the following in 4-5 sentences was done during the
class.

Hindi छा�� ने पाठ - ३  ,१०,११  का क�ा म� म�ूयांकन �दया |

Sanskrit छा�ो को धातु प�रचय ��या का अ�यास काय� �क चचा� क� |और नया �च� वण�नम ्
के बारे मे चचा� क� और समजा |स�ूतय:, �यवहार-वचन ,शर�र -अ�गा�न और
�हे�लका का पठन �कया और समजा और चचा� क� |

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ શર�રના �ગો , ��ુ જોવા જઈએ �ુ ંવગ�માં ��ૂયાકંન આ��ુ.ં

Computer In the chapter ‘Exploring Scratch’, students came to know
about different look blocks palette with examples.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique,
healing technique, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few
moments of calm and time with “Self”.

Dance Students revised to dance to the song Jugnu and started
learning to dance to the song ‘baki sab first class hai’.

Art & Craft Students drew memory drwing and filled the colours .

Physical Education Students performed some warm up exercises and Mass drill
exercises 1 to 8. They also played dosball.

Grade 5

English The students understood the power of the invisible wind and
the various things it does through the poem, ‘The Wind’.
The grammar topic of ‘Agreement of Subject and Verb’
was introduced to them through examples.



Maths Revision of the chapter ‘Application of four Operations’
was done. Textbook assessments were also done in the
class.

Science Completed the chapter ‘Measurement’ with the discussion
of textbook exercise. Notebook work was assigned.

Social Studies The chapter ‘The Indian Government’ was completed.
Students understood about three elections that are
conducted in India. They understood the role of the president
and the PM.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने पाठ अ�वकार� श�द� को पढ़ा एवं समझा।

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ પાઠ -3 , 12 �ુ ંવગ�મા ં��ૂયાકંન આ��ુ.ં

Sanskrit छा�ो को नया पाठ स�ुदरता गुणेन न तु �पेण का श�द सह भाषा�तर �कया और
अ�यास काय� क� चचा� क� |और �वशषेण के बारे मे समजाया |और �याकरण मे
नये पाठ सं�कृत वण�माला और कारकाः को उदाहरण स�हत समजतुी द� और चचा�
क� |

Computer The chapter, ‘Programming in Scratch’ was completed
along with the discussion of questions and answers.

Art and craft Students  drew object drawing in their textbook.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
technique, healing technique, and cosmic chants. The session
gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a
few moments of calm and time with “Self”.

Dance Students revised to dance to the song Jugnu and started
learning to dance to the song ‘baki sab first class hai’.

Physical Education Students performed some warm up exercises and Mass drill
exercises 1 to 8. They also played dosball.

Grade 6

English Poem, The Bad Old Days was read and explained. Question-
answers , synonyms, antonyms and word-meanings were
also completed. Chapter, The Take-off Board was read and



explained. Question- answers , synonyms, antonyms and
word-meanings were also completed.

Maths Revision of the chapter ‘Integer’, was done. Also, Students
solved the work sheet related to this.

Science Class test of the chapters, ‘Air, Water and Waste
Management’ was done in the class.

Social Science In the chapter, ‘Our Country India’ students learned about
all the landforms and geographical features of the
subcontinent, India.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने पाठ- ' श�द �नमा�ण' के अतंग�त सं�ध को पढ़ा एवं समझा।

Sanskrit छा�ो को �याकरण का श�द�पा�ण और धातु �पा�ण को उदाहरण स�हत
समजाया |और �च� वण�न के बारे मे बी समजतुी द� |

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ “માઈકલ ફ�રાડ�” પાઠની સમજ મેળવી અને ��ોની ચચા� કર�.

Computer The chapter, ‘Advanced Programming in Scratch’ was
completed along with the discussion of questions and
answers.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
technique, healing technique, and cosmic chants. The session
gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a
few moments of calm and time with “Self”.

Art and craft Students  drew object drawing in their textbook.

Dance Students revised to dance to the song Jugnu and started
learning to dance to the song ‘baki sab first class hai’.

Music Students learnt to play “hey sharde maa” prayer on piano.

Physical Education Students performed some warm up exercises and Mass drill
exercises 1 to 8. They also played dosball.

Grade 7

English Transformation of Sentences and Synthesis of
Sentences were explained along with exercises and cross-
checking of the homeworks was done. Article Writing was
explained along with practice questions. Summary Writing



was explained and exercises were attempted.

Maths Revision of ‘Exponent and Power’, ‘Algebraic Equation’
and Linear Equation in one variable were done giving extra
examples.

Science From the chapter, ‘Forests : Our Lifeline’, the different
forest types and the different layers of the forests were
explained. Interdependence of plants and animals, Food
chain and food web and uses of forests were discussed.

Social Science In the chapter, ‘Understanding Advertisement’, students
learned about how an advertisement is created and how the
consumers are influenced towards buying certain products.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� म� पाठ- 'अ�यय' के अतंग�त अ�यय के भेद� को समझा।

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ “કહ�વતો “ની સમજ મેળવી અને ચચા� કર�.

Sanskrit छा�ो को नया पाठ अना�रकाया:िज�ासा का श�द सह भाषा�तर �कया और
अ�यास काय� �कया और समजा |

Computer Revision of ‘Graphic Designing’ and ‘Evolution of
storage’ was done in the class.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
technique, healing technique, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calm and time with “Self”.

Dance Students revised to dance to the song Jugnu and started
learning to dance to the song ‘baki sab first class hai’.

Music Students learnt to play “hey sharde maa” prayer on piano.

Physical Education Students performed some warm up exercises and Mass drill
exercises 1 to 8. They also played dosball.

Grade 8

English Chapter,`The Magic Island” was read and explained.
Question- answers, synonyms, antonyms and word-meanings
were also completed.Poem, No Alarm on the Flight Deck
was read and explained.Question- answers , synonyms,



antonyms and word-meanings were also completed.

Maths Started the chapter “Linear equation in one variable”.
Students were able to relate their previous knowledge of
linear equations and solved textual examples of Linear
equations.

Science -Biology Completed the chapter ‘Conservation of plants and
animals ‘ with the discussion of textbook exercise. Notebook
exercise assigned. The revision of the chapters for the yearly
exam also started.
The chapter, ‘Human Intervention in Natural
Phenomena’ was introduced to the class. Discussions about
Deforestation, its causes, consequences and ways of
overcoming them were done.

Social Science The chapter, ‘Confronting Marginalisation’ was completed
along with discussion of questions and answers. Students
appeared for an objective class test as a part of revision for
the final examinaton.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� म� पाठ- 10 'अ�यय' के अतंग�त संबंधबोधक अ�यय व
सम�ुचयबोधक अ�यय को पढ़ा एवं समझा।

Sanskrit छा�ो को नया पाठ �हे�लका: का श�द सह भाषा�तर �कया और अ�यास काय� को
समजा |

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ “કહ�વતો “ની સમજ મેળવી અને ચચા� કર�.

Computer Revision of ‘More on Python’ and ‘Logic gates’ was done
in the class.

Music Students learnt to play “hey sharde maa” prayer on piano.

Art and craft Students did design computer work in the textbook.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
technique, healing technique, and cosmic chants. The session
gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a
few moments of calm and time with “Self”.

Dance Students revised to dance to the song Jugnu and started
learning to dance to the song ‘baki sab first class hai’.



Secondary Section

Grade 9

Science

Students appeared for Yearly ExaminationSocial Science

Computer

Grade 10

Science
Students appeared for Pre-Board examination

Social Science


